**READING RELIGION: NEW BOOK REVIEW SITE**

*Reading Religion* (*RR*) is the AAR's new online book review publication. Launched last month, *RR* aims to review as many scholarly publications on the topic of religion as possible. **Visit us** today to read the latest reviews, and to volunteer to review one of the many books available.

**NEW RELEASE IN AAR RELIGION, CULTURE, AND HISTORY SERIES**

Fallou Ngom’s *Muslims beyond the Arab World: The Odyssey of Ajami and the Muridiyya*, ISBN: 9780190279868, published by Oxford University Press. AAR members receive a 30% discount on all AAR/OUP series titles. **Sign in to Member Discounts** on the AAR website and click the link to OUP.

**RELIGIOUS STUDIES NEWS - READ THE LATEST!**

Don’t miss the latest from *Religious Studies News*:

- **This is Not a Professor**, by Kate Blanchard
  Blanchard explains why what we do isn’t and shouldn’t be who we are.

- **Running into Myself**, by Kimberly Carfore
  Maybe leaning into balanced physical and academic routines is the key to getting through the grueling doctoral process.

- **Mood, Emotion, and Affect in Hindu and Christian Theologies**, interview with Michelle Voss Roberts
  2015 AAR Book Award Winner Michelle Voss Roberts discusses how ethnographic study of Indian and South Asian Hindu rituals and aesthetics can bring new theological space to explore Christian practice.
Laurie Zoloth Was Right to Ask for an AAR Sabbatical, but It's Too Little, Too Late, by Mary L. Keller

Are the environmental costs of large scale conferences worth it?

**JAAR: JUNE ISSUE IS AVAILABLE**

The June issue of the *Journal of the American Academy of Religion* includes a roundtable on outrage, scholarship, and the law in India; a discussion on the discipline and methodological atheism; articles on women and disability in Jewish marriage law, Burmese Buddhist female healers and mediums, a reconsideration on the *Schempp* decision and the rise of religious studies in higher education, and Victorian heterodox spirituality; a media review on social technologies, media, and belief formation; book reviews; and Tom Tweed's 2015 AAR Presidential Address. Log in with your AAR Member ID and read it today!

**AAR DATES AND DEADLINES**

Aug 18  [Advance Annual Meeting Registration Rate Ends](#)
Aug 24  [Call for Contingent Faculty Task Force Nominations Due](#)
Aug 28  [Register to Receive an Annual Meeting Program Book by Mail](#)
Sep 1  [2017 Officer Nominations Due](#)
Sep 15  [Register to Receive Annual Meeting Name Badge by Mail](#)
Oct 1  [Collaborative International Research Grant Proposals Due](#)